Attendance

Director of Finance: Madeline St. Onge
Vice-Chair: Andy Un
Integrated Science Rep: Vincent Li
Cognitive System Rep: Ariella Raff
General Officer: Nick Hsieh
General Officer: Jessica Cho
Member: Bill Huang
Member: Kristy Dever
Member: Felix Ma

Called to Order: 12:03 pm

Careers Night Grant Review:

Geography Students' Association:

Note: Postponed until further notification.

  • Requires clarification from club representatives due to proposal details.

Moved: Madeline,

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries…
Professional Development Grants:

Sandy Fang

- That SUS Finance Committee approves $231.13 to Sandy Fang for the Professional Development grant
- Provides evidence towards how event would contribute to long term interest
- Explains long term goal developed throughout the years
- Described usage of grant funding towards which area
- Budget very detailed as well as providing additional sources of funding

Moved: Madeline

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries…

Michelle Dow

- That SUS Finance Committee approves $250 to Michelle Dow for the Professional Development grant
- Explained how long term interest developed gradually and how event could contribute to said professional goal
- Thorough budget which includes sources of subsidization and usage of grant
- Requested amount exceeded maximum allocation available

Moved: Madeline

Approve – 8
Oppose – 0
Abstain – 0

Carries…

Daisy Shih

- That SUS Finance Committee approves $250 to Daisy Shih for the Professional Development grant
- Provided details on how said opportunity helped working towards long term goals
- Additional letter of recommendation available for reference material
- Budget meets requested criteria

Moved: Madeline
Approve – 8  
Oppose – 0  
Abstain – 0  

Carries…  

**Alysa Obertas**  
- That SUS Finance Committee approves $250 to Alysa Obertas for the Professional Development grant  
- Described how attending this event exposed more possibilities and helped developed her long term goals  
- Straightforward budget  

Moved: Madeline  

Approve – 8  
Oppose – 0  
Abstain – 0  

Carries  

**Jenny Gao**  
- That SUS Finance Committee approves $250 to Jenny Gao for the Professional Development grant  
- Offered detailed description of said opportunity  
- Explained how attending such event would help further her goals in mind  
- Budget very concise and detailed  

Moved: Madeline  

Approve – 8  
Oppose – 0  
Abstain – 0  

Carries  

Meeting Adjourned: 12:34 pm